Key Questions

Key Texts
Key texts we will be using
this term:
 Non-fiction texts
on mummification
and Egypt

Topic Title: Awful Egyptians
Class: Shakespeare
Term: Spring 2
English
We will be learning to:
 Write to inform - instruction texts on mummification
 Write to inform – to produce a leaflet all about Egypt
 Write to entertain – to produce a comic strip based on an Egyptian myth
 In SPaG we will be looking at: prepositions, verb agreements, modal verbs, relative
pronouns and clauses, parenthesis, colons, semi-colons and commas.

Maths
We will be learning to:
 Use long multiplication and short division for digits up to 4 x 2 and 4 ÷2
 Investigate measurement and be able to convert measures
 Investigate temperature and being able to read thermometers, compare and convert
 Explore timetables
 Express missing number problems algebraically

Science

Things we will be finding out from our
topic:





Who were the Egyptians?
Who was Tutankhamen?
What is mummification?
How has Egypt changed over time?

RE
Is the resurrection important to Christians?
We will be learning to:
 Think about what happens when people die
 Understand the difference between resurrection and reincarnation
 To research funerals in a range of beliefs
 Explore faiths view of heaven
 Discuss whether the resurrection of Jesus makes a difference to what
Christians do and how they should live

Active and Creative Learning
How will be getting active and creative?
In art we will be creating our own Tutankhamen masks








We will make our own Tutankhamen tombs
In PE we will be learning the rules to Hockey with Mrs Edmunds,
completing HITT sessions and bench ball/ dodge ball with Mrs Conroy
We will be swimming every other week
Some Year 6’s will be completing their cycling proficiency
Closer to Easter we will create Easter cards and Easter baking/making

We will be learning to:








Explain that light travels in straight lines from light sources to our eyes
Understand how mirrors reflect light, and how they can help us see objects
Investigate how refraction changes the direction in which light travels
I can investigate how a prism changes a ray of light
I can investigate how light enables us to see colour
I can explain how shadows have the same shape as the object that casts
them

Inspiring Learning ideas
Planned activities:
 In Science we will create our own shadow puppet shows
 In English/Geography we will create a brochure all about Egypt
 In History we will be investigating artefacts
 In ICT we will be looking at creating our own web pages

